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over W
wireless

By Corey Van’t Haaff
avefront president Jim Maynard
spent most of July travelling
around Europe singing the
praises of B.C.’s wireless sector.
His songbook includes a new verse,
too – the soon-to-be-opened-somewhere-in-Burnaby wireless technology
testing, business development and commercialization facility.
Wavefront is a non-profit organization created one year ago as a commerServices, applications IT sector set to cialization centre for wireless and new
explode with concentrated expertise, media companies in B.C. It serves the
needs of a well-defined wireless sector
extra marketing and new testing centre with roots mapping all the way back to
MPR Teltech, said Maynard.
“We have a very strong engineering
and business culture,” said Maynard,
“and wireless and telecom are morphing
from infrastructure and equipment to
application and media.
“The wireless sector in Vancouver
is about 250 companies generating $1
billion in economic activity.
Combined with new media,
“Europe and Asia, if they want to access the North American market,
it’s 1,000 companies and $4
Vancouver is the jumping-off point for access to North America”
billion. It’s a big chunk of the
IT sector in B.C.”
– Jim Maynard, president, Wavefront
And soon to get bigger,
he stressed, with the wireless services and applications industries about to explode. According to a
Wireless Innovation Network B.C. survey,
testing-related expenditures for all companies will increase by 45% during the
next two years, with the same expenditures by early stage companies soaring
by 275%.
Historically, there was a scale mismatch in the industry, with small- to
medium-sized companies having a difficult time engaging the huge wireless
carriers.
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The problem, Maynard explained, was
that every application had to be tested
on thousands of individual phones that
created a significant demand of capital for
testing.
“Applications run differently on different phones but had to be compliant
across all devices,” said Maynard. “It’s a
very complex world out there.”
By creating a shared technology centre with common testing and network
facilities, the technology sector could save
millions of dollars. Concentrated expertise
means wireless companies can access
faster and more effective testing. Money
normally dedicated to testing would be
freed up (for the companies) for market
expansion activities, resulting in faster economic growth.
But there’s more. For Wavefront, the
opportunity exists to develop an international reputation as a testing centre, representing a community of 1,000 companies.
It could be recognized as the local expert
and main point of contact for international
companies hoping to do business here.
“It’s hard for a small company to do,”
said Maynard of making the overseas
contacts to do business beyond Canada’s
borders. The foreign companies also have
a challenge that Wavefront resolves.
“International companies want access
and can do one of three things: They can
hope small companies find them but they
have a 90% rejection rate. They can go
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to Vancouver and set up business and go
looking for companies, or they can partner
with us in a common acceleration centre.
We’re the bridge that provides them with
opportunities.”
Wavefront is set to open the shared
technology centre this fall and is negotiating lease documents for the as-of-yet
undisclosed location.
The new facility was made possible
through funding from the provincial
Ministry of Advanced Education (a small
part of the original $5 million grant
received in March 2007 is earmarked
for the facility) and the federal Western
Economic Diversification fund, which is
providing a $1 million contribution, equivalent to 60% of the facility funding.
“WED is a $215 million fund supporting
the growth of western Canadian businesses. Our focus is on technology commercialization, trade and investment, and business productivity and competitiveness,”
said MP Russ Hiebert (South Surrey-White
Rock-Cloverdale), WED’s parliamentary
secretary.
He said the fund does not attempt to
pick winners and losers in the marketplace
by subsidizing individual companies, but
instead focuses on specific industry sectors with funding for associations or projects that every company in the sector can
benefit from.
“Funding will foster the design and
development of Canadian-based wireless
services and applications that have the
potential to reach international markets.
Wavefront Wireless will address an infrastructure gap in an emerging wireless
sector that will grow by 20% in 2009 and
enable B.C. wireless enterprises access to
leading-edge equipment.”
And that, said Maynard, is why he is
travelling throughout Europe. He has
signed testing and marketing relationships
in France; met with 50 companies and
four major wireless clusters in the United
Kingdom; and introduced a major science
park and cluster incubator accelerators
in Sweden to Wavefront and its centre in
Vancouver.
“We’re bringing the international market to Vancouver,” Maynard said. Wavefront
has built relationships with North
American – not just local –companies.
“Europe and Asia, if they want to access
the North American market, Vancouver is
the jumping-off point for access to North
America.” •
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